


At the match:


It was a clear day at Westfalenstadion, where PAOK FC and 
Utah Nitros would face each other off for the title at 
Westfalenstadion for a game played in a neutral site. 


The stakes were high, as a win was enough for both of 
these squads to win the title, and with a draw, the Nitros 
had the title if the Bruins didn't beat Paltslaughters FC. The 
young, and inexperienced keeper from England, Chapman 
would be in goal tonight for the Nitros, as he was the best 
option they had. PAOK FC had the decent Eubsinho in goal, 
who has proved to be good in certain situations.


Lopez was announced as ref, as he walked both sides onto 
the pitch. There were limited fans in attendance, but the 
PAOK fans stood out over the Nitros fans with their spirited 
and loud crowd.


After walking onto the pitch, Lopez did a coin toss, which 
PAOK FC won, and they opted to kick-off the match. The 
Nitros sported a super high-line, while PAOK FC played a 
less aggressive high line. Terto took center circle, and 
kicked off the match with a pass to Kalla, who immediately 



passed it off for Gilbert. PAOK FC tried to go quick, but also 
setup a decent attack, and as the Nitros hard pressure 
came, Gilbert passed it to Ruiz in the midfield. He laid it off 
for Allou, as it went through Denier. The Ivorian picked the 
ball up, and dribbled as fast as he could at goal. Denier ran 
over quickly, and went for a tackle, but he was late, and only 
managed to catch Allou's boot.


Allou managed to stay on his feet, wanting to play 
advantage. Lopez signaled for play on, but booked Denier 
quickly as the attack went on.


YELLOW CARD: !   Denier 9' �


Allou slowly limped his way into the box, and as Chapman 
went out, he shot the ball hard at goal. The Stadium held it's 
breath for a moment, as the shot curled towards the upper 
left corner, flying past Chapman. A second later, the ball 
nestled into the top corner, as Allou went down to his knees, 
knowing he gave PAOK FC the lead!


GOOOOOL!!! ⚽  Allou 11' #   / Asst: $  Terto % 




PAOK FC's fans went wild, as they were very excited to get 
that early goal! However, PAOK FC's eyes immediately went 
to Allou, as the Ivorian was down on the ground holding his 
lower leg area. The crowd suddenly went silent, as the 
Ivorian was down on the ground signaling for help.


The trainers quickly came out onto the pitch, and after a 
minute, Allou managed to limp his way out of the game, 
making way for Ulisses to come in.


SUBSTITUTION:  #   Allou - OFF / &   Ulisses - ON  13'


As the game restarted, the Nitros went for a pass 
immediately to the experienced Noruega. He showed his 
class, as the Brazilian was patient, and let PAOK come at 
him. Murphy was able to make it to him, and attempt a 
tackle, but Noruega was able to shoulder him off as he kept 
possession. He went for a bold move, as he tried to go 
through the legs of Savvakis, as he continued his run with a 
magnificent nutmeg of the Greek. Noruega passed it up the 
flank for the running Delgado, who managed to get to it, and 
in space, he ran up the flank with nobody from PAOK to 
catch him.




The Spaniard went for a high pass to Aguayo, who was 
outside the box, and in a duel with Murphy in the air, 
Aguayo headed it to the Nitros target player, Mbenga. With 
his first touches of the game, Mbenga dribbled into the box, 
and took an off balanced shot at Eubsinho. The shot went 
low but hard, and Eubsinho wasn't able to get a hand to it, 
as the ball flew past him in a flash, and went into the goal!


GOOOOOL!!!  ⚽  Mbenga 27' !   / Asst: $  Aguayo ' 


The Nitros small crowd celebrated, as the Nitros were back 
level, and PAOK FC's fans suddenly went silent. Terto 
kicked it back off with a pass to Gilbert. The Englishmen 
took the Nitros pressure, and he saw Soares open. He 
quickly passed it over to Soares, who went for an 
uncontested first time pass to his fellow Portuguese, 
Ulisses.


He ripped a quick shot from outside the box, and it went 
straight through Ezzine, who got in the way of the shot at 
the last moment. The ball was hit hard, and it looked like it 
was going to fly past Chapman, but off his line, Chapman 
managed to get a hand to it, and that was enough, as he 
saved the shot, and managed to pick it up.




SAVE: (  Chapman 34'


He quickly fired a quick throw to Delgado, who ran up the 
flank with a good distance from any of PAOK's players. As 
the first half winded down, and PAOK's defenders got 
closer, he was able to spot Noruega running though the 
middle. He passed it off into space, and Noruega picked the 
ball up, and shot it at goal. The shot went low, and Eubsinho 
was easily able to get a hand to it, saving the shot, and 
ending the half!


HT: )  Utah Nitros 1-1 PAOK FC * 


At the break, Manager Motowolf gave a speech to his 
players, "Let's not rely on the Bruins score to determine if 
we are champions or not! We need the full three points! 
Let's get the win, we want the win! However, we are going 
to have to play better than we did in the first 45 if we really 
want this title, and we have to be more compact 
defensively! We need to get the ball to Mbenga, he is the 
one who can score! Pass it to him, not to Noruega, Mbenga 



should be getting all the shots! Let's do well, we only have 
to win the next 45 more minutes!"


As The Nitros players walked back onto the pitch, the 
speech seemed to get them going, as they looked more 
motivated!


Mbenga kicked off the 2nd half with a pass to Noruega. He 
ran up to midfield, and kicked it high for Paterson. PAOK 
weren't prepared defensively, as Paterson was able to easily 
head it over to Delgado. Unleashing the attack, Delgado ran 
up the flank again, and went for a high pass to Aguayo. In a 
duel with Murphy, Aguayo won the header, and headed it 
into the box. Mbenga ran onto it, and shot it hard at 
Eubsinho. The shot was hard, and Eubsinho got a hand to it, 
but the ball slipped past his gloves, and was about to go in 
the goal. However, Eubsinho made a world class save, 
stopping it on the goal line, and holding the ball.


SAVE: %  Eubsinho 56'


PAOK tried to start a quick counter attack, as Eubsinho 
passed it to Soares. He tried a first time pass to Ulisses, but 



Ezzine was able to get in the way of the pass, and intercept 
it, winning possession back for The Nitros.


He went for a high pass into the box for Aguayo, who 
managed to stay onside, and was ready to head the ball, 
but the pass landed off trajectory, and it barely stayed in 
bounds. Aguayo managed to still get to the ball, but with his 
feet, and dribbling into the box, Aguayo shot it hard at 
Eubsinho.


However, the Brazilian again proved his worth, as he 
managed to save another shot, but this time he couldn't 
hold it, and simply pushed it out for a Nitros corner kick.


SAVE: %  Eubsinho 67' for a corner + 


On the corner kick, the Nitros stacked the box with the big 
bodies, and Ezzine spotted up to take the corner. Ezzine 
made a good cross, whipping it towards the head of Vrabec. 
In a massive Aerial Duel, all the heads went up, but Vrabec 
managed to jump the highest, and thump a header past 
Eubsinho, giving the Nitros the goal they were looking for!




GOOOOOL!!! ⚽   Vrabec 70' ,   / Asst: $   Ezzine - 


The whole Nitros squad celebrated, as even Manager 
Motowolf stood up, and celebrated his team! The Nitros 
crowd grew louder, but PAOK FC's crowd stayed loud, 
trying to cheer on their team with still the hopes of a 
comeback.


After the goal, PAOK FC kicked back off with a pass to 
Gilbert, who passed it over to Ruiz for his first touches of 
the game. Ruiz tried to go quick, and be a hero going hard 
at the Nitros defense, but it failed, as Denier came in with a 
hard, and solid tackle, winning possession back quickly for 
the Nitros.


He went for a high pass to Paterson, who headed it freely to 
Spearman. On his first touch, Spearman did exactly what 
Moto asked at half-time, which was pass the ball to 
Mbenga. He slotted it through for Mbenga, who running 
hard at goal shot it, and Eubsinho wasn't strong this time, 
as the ball went past his flailing arms, putting the Nitros in 
dreamland up 3-1 with 15 minutes to go!




GOOOOL!!! ⚽   Mbenga 76' !   / Asst: $   Spearman . 


The Nitros crowd started celebrating, it looked now almost 
certain that they would win. Everyone went crazy for Utah, 
and they took a little time celebrating before PAOK kicked 
off again. PAOK once again gave the ball to Ruiz, who in a 
hurry dribbled hard at The Nitros defense again. This time, 
as Denier went in for a tackle, he clipped Ruiz on his heel, 
resulting in a foul. Already on a yellow, it seemed like he 
could get sent off, but Lopez held his whistle, playing 
advantage to PAOK again.


Ruiz was clearly injured, but stayed up, and passed it to 
Ulisses before going down. Ulisses dribbled into the box, 
and shot it hard at Chapman. Chapman got a strong hand 
to it, but completely messed it up by deflecting the ball into 
his own goal, letting PAOK right back into the game with 7 
minutes left.


GOOOOOL!!! ⚽   Ulisses 83' &   / Asst: $   Ruiz / 


PAOK's crowd got loud again, as they now had hope, it 
would be tough to score two goals in 7 minutes, but they 



still had hope. Unfortunately for PAOK, Ruiz seemed to have 
hurt his heel, and with a history of injuries, PAOK played it 
safe, subbing Ruiz out for Lopez.


SUBSTITUTION: /   Ruiz - OFF /  0   Lopez - ON  83'


As the Nitros kicked off, they did a surprise strategy they 
never do. They dribbled the ball to the corner flag, 
timewasting as much of the clock as they could. With one 
minute left on the clock, Noruega went for a long ball across 
the pitch. However, the pass landed right next to Delgado, 
and the Spaniard quickly picked up the ball. Lopez whistled 
for 2 more minutes of stoppage time, but as Savvakis came 
in for a tackle, he aimed his tackle wrong, tripping Delgado, 
and as the Spaniard went down, Lopez whistled the play 
dead, handing out no yellow cards.


The clock was winding down, and Delgado kicked the ball 
away on the free kick, which was enough for Lopez to 
whistle full-time, ending the match in a 3-2 Nitros win.


FT: )  Utah Nitros 3-2 PAOK FC * 




The Nitros celebrated on the pitch, with manager Motowolf 
running out onto the field to congratulate his team. 
However, PAOK's fans showed their strength, still cheering 
on their team even when the game was over. Manager 
Motowolf got the Regionaliga D trophy, and the whole team 
held it together, celebrating their victory.


Later, when reporters asked Manager Motowolf about the 
Nitros victory, he said that The Nitros were very excited for 
Serie C, and the Inaugural Champions League! When they 
asked Motowolf about how they won it, he said, "We 
learned a lot from our first two losses, and once we studied 
our mistakes, and worked it out, we came out stronger! If it 
weren't for the lessons we learned from those losses, we 
wouldn't be where we are today”, lifting this trophy.


Both teams traveled back to their home bases, already back 
on the training ground to get ready for next Season in Serie 
C.


Man Of The Match: !  Mbenga (Utah Nitros)


With a brace, and shooting multiple shots at Eubsinho, 
Mbenga makes the Nitros player of the game.


